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GENERAL PRODUCT CARE
To protect your furniture, we suggest the following:
Avoid placing your furniture in direct sunlight.
Do not place furniture directly under windows.
Do not place sharp materials (knife, fork, etc.) directly onto your furniture as sharp material may 
scrape and damage the finish.
Do not place material with high temperature directly onto the surface of your furniture.
Clean up spills quickly. Water left over a prolonged period of time may cause damage. Alcohol, 
perfume, nail polishes, aftershave and some medication may cause severe finish damage if not 
cleaned immediately.
Use a clean, soft, dry, lint free absorbent cloth to clean your furniture. Do not use any detergent as 

they may contain ingredients that may react and damage the finish. 

PRODUCT CARE FOR HI-GLOSS ITEMS
Hi-gloss lacquered furniture is more sensitive to marks and scratching then some other furniture 
products. It is important to exercise caution and care to maximise the life and beauty of this product

Following the below simple guidelines when using your hi-gloss product will protect your investment 
for years to come

Dust frequently with a clean damp lint-free cloth. This will help remove abrasive build up which can 
damage a finish over time

Avoid using chemicals or solvents when cleaning the product

Do not place hot objects on any furniture surface. Always use a hot plate or placemat. Lacquer 
finishes provide added scratch and heat resistance to our furniture, but they can still be damaged 
without proper care

Avoid exposing your furniture to strong sunlight, heat outlet, open windows or dampness. Prolonged 
exposure to direct sunlight can fade the finish of your furniture, while extreme temperature and 
humidity changes can cause cracking or splitting

Do not expose your furniture to any liquids. Never allow water to sit on your furniture. Alcohol, nail 
polish and perfume are also dangerous as they will dissolve the lacquer finish on contact and may 
require professional repairs

Do not allow plastic to come in direct contact with your furniture. Chemicals in the plastic of 
placemats etc. may soften and mark the finish if left in contact with the furniture for a period of time

Avoid placing sharp or rough objects on the surface of your furniture. These may scratch the surface 
of the product

When moving your furniture, do not drag it across the floor. This may damage the product. Instead 
use two (2) people to lift carefully from either end
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